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Abstract. We define the notion of social rumor in a standard game-theoretic 
framework, and assume each agent in the rumor game with individual rational-
ity. In this framework, individual agent can interact with its neighboring agents, 
and word-of-mouth communication is employed during interaction. We intro-
duce a simple and natural strategy-select rule, called behavior update rule 
(BUR). The BUR uses an accumulative influence force (CIF) with considering 
the authority influence of neighboring agents rather than simple accumulative 
number of information from neighboring agents. The BUR can provide rules to 
restrict agents’ behavior to one particular strategy and lead to emergence of so-
cial rumor or anti-rumor. Most importantly, we give simple natural rules of ru-
mor and anti-rumor information transmission, and investigate the efficiency 
with which social rumors and anti-rumors (agent claims that rumor information 
is false or doesn’t exist) are achieved. 

1   Introduction 

Emergent behavior is a key topic in artificial life research, given that artificial life 
typically adopts a bottom-up approach to modeling various forms of collective behav-
ior, belief and emergent social phenomena that are observed in the societies [1][8]. So-
ciety is regarded as emerging from interactions among individuals (agents). The  
action of an agent is social if it is performed towards another agent with purpose, 
considering the other agent also as a purposeful entity. To model social action it is 
necessary to go beyond the individual (single agent) level of analysis to reach a multi-
agent notion of social intelligence. A more general problem is posed by the simulation 
studies on social dynamics, namely how given social patterns emerge from autono-
mous agents in a common artificial world [2] [3] [4].  

Rumors are social properties and part of our everyday life. Rumors can shape the 
public opinion of a society by affecting and coordinating the individual beliefs of its 
members. Related researches about rumors include work in economics, sociology and 
psychology, etc. Economists [5] have looked at rumors, both from a theoretical and an 
empirical point of view that are focused on rumor, price and market selection. In the 
sociology, psychology, and policy management domain, researches about rumors are 
focused mainly on the effect of rumors on management, policymaking, the role of 
uncertainty, anxiety, and psychology of rumors [5,6]. Recent researches about rumor 
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propagation have been achieved by Zanette[7][8]. In their paper, epidemiological SIR 
model is employed and each element of N-element population adopts one of three 
possible states. To use epidemiological SIR model cannot well model some properties 
of social rumor. For example, how to model social rumor and anti-rumor that are 
coexistent in the same social network?  How to model the evolution of each agent’ 
belief about rumor (or anti-rumor) and the strategies of each agent in the rumor or 
anti-rumor environment? In other words, previous model [7][8] is focused on rumor 
propagation mechanism and cannot validly deal with the evolution about belief (or 
strategy) of each agent in the coexistence of rumor and anti-rumor environment. 

Addressing the above problems, we present a simple model and some rules to dis-
cuss the emergence of social rumor and anti-rumor by word-of-mouth communica-
tion. We first model social rumor information by using game theory, and then discuss 
the emergence of social rumor and anti-rumor based on multi-agent systems. Roughly 
speaking, this process we aim to study is one in which individual agent interacts with 
one another, and information is transmitted with word-of-mouth communication. 
Based on its personal accumulated information from other neighboring agents, each 
agent updates its belief about information over time.  

2   Games, Social Rumors and Agents  

In this section, we lay out the framework, starting with the standard game-theoretic 
notion, and overlaying those with the notions of social rumors and agent.   

2.1   Games 

Game theory [9] is a branch of mathematical analysis developed to study decision 
making in conflict situations. A game involves a number of players, each of which 
has available to it a number of possible strategies. Depending on the strategies se-
lected by each player, they each receive a certain payoff. As rational players, they 
always try to maximize their payoff. In this article, we adopt without change the no-
tions of games, payoff matrices, and rationality as utility maximization that are de-
scribed in the game theory. 

Rumors are part of our everyday life, e.g. “price of butter will run up in one 
month”. Related definitions about rumor have been described by different papers [5][6]. 
We adopt the standard definition and focus it on the multi-agent systems environment.  

Definition 1. Rumor Information (RI): A piece of news (or information) that is 
passed from agent to agent through word-of-mouth communication and which may or 
may not be true. 

In this article, we assume the initiator of rumor information will get some payoff 
(money or spirit satisfaction) when he generates rumors. The content of rumor infor-
mation is assumed to affect the benefit of agents (money or spirit). Therefore, the 
initiator of rumor and individual (agent) that he hears this rumor will form a two-
person general-sum game.   
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Definition 2. Rumor Game: The normal form of a rumor game is as follow. 
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Where, S1 and S2 is denoted as strategy 1 and strategy 2 of agent, respectively. A and 
B is denoted as real –value function of initiator and agent, respectively. 

In the rumor game, initiator has two kinds of strategies, which is information that 
he has generated is true and false. We suppose individual (agent) has two strategies 
that are S1 or S2 when agent receives rumor information. We suppose that agent is 
rational and rumor game has no dominated strategy for agents. When an agent be-
lieves that rumor information is true, It will use one strategy to maximize itself payoff 
(i.e., { ( , 1), ( , 2)}ma B true S B true Sx ). When the agent doesn’t believe that rumor infor-
mation (i.e., agent believe that information is false), he will choose one strategy to 
maximize itself payoff (i.e., { ( , 1), ( , 2)}ma B false S B false Sx ). When belief of agent for 
rumor information is uncertainty, agent will use mixed strategies to play rumor game.  

2.2   Agent and Emergence of Social Rumors 

In human societies, each agent has its social authority (or position). Generally, an 
agent with low authority (position) may be liable to believe information said by the 
agent with high authority (position). In other words, when agent i  transmits informa-
tion to agent j , the belief of agent j  about this information is affected by the social 

authority of agent i . 

Definition 3. Social Authority of agent i  can be: [0, ]
i

A φ∈ , where φ  is a natural 

number. 

j i
A A> means that the authority of agent j  is superior to agent i . Suppose agent i  

transmits information to agent j , How to measure the influence force that social 

authority of agent i  affects the belief of agent j  about this information? 

Definition 4. Influence Force ( IF ): Belief of the agent i  affected by social author-

ity of neighboring agent j  can be a function: 
( )

_ * j i
k A A

i j
IF Inf type e

−
= ,  

Where,
i

A ,
j

A  is social authority of agent i  and agent j , respectively.  k  is coeffi-

cient and [0,1]k ∈ . k  is denoted as the degree that agent i  ratifies authority. If k=1, 

it means that agent i  ratifies fully authority of social agent. Similarly, if k=0, it means 
that agent i  doesn’t ratify authority of social agent, in other words, the agent i  thinks 
that its social authority is equal to agent j ’s.  In simulation experiment of this paper, 

the default value of k  is 0.5. Inf_type is type of information received by agent i . We 
assume two kinds of information types (Inf_type) that are rumor and anti-rumor  
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information. In this paper, we use “+1” and “-1” to denote as type of the rumor and 
anti-rumor information, respectively.   

In the multi agent systems environment, agent i  will move and interact with m  
different neighboring agents, which transmit information to agent i . Cumulative 
Influence Force (CIF) of agent i  affected by m  different neighboring agents can be 
computed by the following equation. 

( )

_ * j i
k A A

j

CIF Inf type e
−

= ∑  (1) 

where , j  be m  different neighboring agents  

In human societies, when an agent i  receives information from agent j , the agent 

i  may not believe this information. However, when agent i  receives enough more 
same information from different neighboring agents, he will believe fully this infor-
mation. Evolution of belief about information can be described by Belief function 
( Ψ ) of agent i .  

( )in fo rm a tio n
≤ ϑϑΨ =

ϑ

⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪
⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

C IF              0 C IF <  

1                              C IF >   

 (2) 

Where, ϑ  is the threshold of agent i  and each agent may have different thresholds. 
In the above equation 2, If the value of |CIF| is equal or bigger than the threshold 

of agent (i.e., ( ) 1informationΨ = ) and CIF is negative, agent fully believes the anti-
rumor information and selects one strategy to maximize itself payoff. If the value of 
|CIF| is equal or bigger than threshold of agent (i.e., ( ) 1informationΨ = ) and CIF is 
positive, agent fully believes the rumor information and selects one strategy to maxi-
mize itself payoff. If |CIF| is less than the threshold of the agent, the agent will use 
mixed strategies because the agent is uncertain about rumor or (and) anti-rumor  
information. 

Definition 5. [Emergence of Social Rumor]: A belief about rumor information that 
restricts the agents’ behavior to one particular strategy is called emergence of social 
rumor. 

3   Behavior Update Rules 

Before we discuss behavior update rule, we assume that each agent has following 
properties.1). Each agent is rational, which means that each agent will select one 
strategy to maximize itself payoff.2). Each agent can move randomly in some scope. 
Each agent moves and interacts with neighboring agents.3). Each agent uses word- 
of-mouth as communication method with neighboring agents.  

We classify agents into three types, which are garrulous agent, close-lipped agent, 
and dumb agent. Although garrulous agent doesn’t know whether information is true 
or not, it always likes to propagate information to their neighboring agents. The close-
lipped agent is different to garrulous agent. The close-lipped agent says something 
that he will believe and doesn’t say something that he doesn’t believe. The dumb 
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agent doesn’t say anything to others agent in any case. In this paper, we omit to  
consider dumb agent because the number of the dumb agent is very few in practical 
society  

When rumor information is spread among agents, due to the lack of evidence that 
is typically involved in the transmission of a rumor (agents don’t know whether the 
rumor is true or not), the probability with which an agent believes whether a rumor is 
true depends on the number of neighbors that communicate the same rumor informa-
tion (it is not anti-rumor information). Intuitively, if you hear a story once, you may 
believe it or not, but if you hear it also from several persons with the same story, you 
become to believe that the story is true. Therefore, when every neighboring agent 
communicates rumor information with an agent, the probability that the agent be-
comes to believe the rumor increases. We use the notion of Cumulative Influence 
Force (CIF) to define behavior the update rule as following. 

Definition 6. [Behavior Update Rule (BUR)]. When an agent hears information 
from neighboring agents, the agent believes fully the information and selects one new 
strategy iff absolute value of cumulative influencing force (CIF) of the agent about 
the information is equal or bigger than the threshold of the agent. 

Behavior Update Rule (BUR) is a simple, natural and local update rule. In particu-
lar, it would be natural to consider update rule that uses an accumulation with consid-
ering authority influence of neighboring agents rather than simple accumulative num-
ber of information from neighboring agents.  

4   Experimental Results  

We describe a series of experiments in which we investigate the emergence of social 
rumor and anti-rumor based on multi-agent systems environment. 50 X 50 Grid and 
200 agents are composed of simulation society and some agents are distributed ran-
domly in the grid. Each agent can move random one step each time in the grid.  Value 
of the threshold and authority of each agent in 50 X 50 grids are generated randomly.   

1) Emergence of social rumor and anti-rumor 
Fig1 shows comparison between the speed of emergence of social rumor and  

anti-rumor in the sparse environment. At the same experiment parameters, rumor and 
anti-rumor is emerged at about 171 and 65502 times of Iterations, respectively. Fig1 
illustrates the practical social phenomenon, which is that rumor is easily emerged and 
anti-rumor is very difficult emerged. In the Fig1a, in the initial and middle phase, the 
curve is sleekly exponential increase and curve surges at final phase. The phenome-
non can be explained by the following reasons. Agent will spend some time meeting 
its neighboring agents and it is difficult to make agents with big threshold and high 
authority to believe immediately rumor information. Although the above phenomenon 
exists, number of agents that believe rumor information mustn’t decrease with  
increase of times of iterations in the rumor environment. 

In the coexistence of rumor and anti-rumor environment, one agent may change be-
lief from believing rumor to disbelieving rumor (believe anti-rumor) at one time when it 
hears anti-rumor information from neighboring agents. However, when the agent moves 
to another place, it may change from believing anti-rumor information to believing 
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rumor information at this time when neighboring agents of this agent are all to believe 
rumor information. Therefore, number of agents that believe anti-rumor information 
may be decrease with increase of times of iterations at one time. The above phenome-
non also often happens in the practical society. Fig1b show the process of emergence of 
social anti-rumor and verifies above practical social phenomenon. 

  

Fig. 1. Emergence of social rumor and anti-rumor :(a)Rumor. (b)Anti-Rumor 

2) State of agent under coexistence of rumor and anti-rumor environment  
When rumor and anti-rumor information are propagated together in practical soci-

ety, there is one of three states for each person, which is to believe rumor, to disbe-
lieve (to believe anti-rumor) and be uncertain for rumor and anti-rumor. Fig2 shows 
states of agents at 15000 times of iterations. 
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Fig. 2. State of agent 

3) Belief evolution of agent 
Let p  be in (0,1) and n  be in (-1,0). n  and p  are all denoted as uncertain belief 

of agent about information. In the rumor environment, evolution of agent’s belief 
about rumor information is simple from 0 to 1. Evolution paths of agent’ belief only 
include two paths, which are 0 1→  and , 0 1p→ → . The above phenomenon is 
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showed as Fig3a. However, in the coexistence of rumor and anti-rumor environment, 
Evolution of agent’ belief about information is different to that in the rumor environ-
ment and is more complex(see Fig3b). Typical evolution paths of agent belief about 
information are as follows: 

1. 1 1→ − : When an agent that fully believes rumor information hears anti-rumor 
information from neighboring agent(s), the agent change its behavior to full believe 
anti-rumor information.  

2. 1 1n→ → − : An agent full believes rumor information at one time.  When the 
agent moves to one place and hears anti-rumor information from neighboring 
agent(s) at period of time, it will be in the uncertain belief for rumor and anti-
rumor information. With increase of neighboring agents that believe anti-rumor  
information, the agent finally fully believes anti-rumor information. 

3. 1 1p→ → − : The evolution path of agent belief is similar to the second evolution 

path  
4. 1 1p n→ → → − : The fourth evolution path is similar to the second and third 

evolution paths and evolves slowly than the above two paths.   
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Fig. 3. Evolution of agent’ belief in two kinds of environments :(a).Rumor environment. 
(b)Coexistence of rumor and anti-rumor environment. 

There are plenty of more complex evolution paths except for aforementioned typi-
cal evolution paths in the coexistence of rumor and anti-rumor environment e.g., 
1 1 1 1n p p→ − → → → → → − . The above evolution path may be following 

situation. In the coexistence of rumor and anti-rumor environment, one agent changes 
from believing rumor to disbelieving rumor (believe anti-rumor) at one time when it 
hears anti-rumor information from neighboring agents. However, when the agent 
moves to another place, it may change slowly from believing anti-rumor information 
to believing rumor information at this time when neighboring agents of this agent are 
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all to believe rumor information. If the agent moves to new place and meets neighbor-
ing agents that contain anti-rumor information, the agent may become to believe anti-
rumor. Fig3b illustrates different evolution paths of agent for information in dense 
and sparse environment, respectively. 

5   Conclusion 

From economist point of view, rumors were often thought to be something rather 
irrational based on market behavior. However, from AI and mathematics (game the-
ory) point of view, rumors were often thought to be rational because rumors are 
emerged by behavior of these agents who always try to maximize themselves payoff. 
In this paper, we used the framework of rumor game in order to investigate the emer-
gence of social rumors and the efficiency of that process. In the framework, each 
agent can move randomly and interact with neighboring agents, and information is 
transmitted with word-of-mouth communication. We borrow ideas of reinforcement 
learning in order to capture the fact that agents use local update rules (i.e., to compute 
cumulative influence force (CIF)) to update their strategies. We make plenty of  
experiment to further discuss emergence of social rumor and anti-rumor.  
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